TSBNSR Banner Stand Setup Instructions
Special Concerns:
1. As with any retractable banner stand, Do Not let the banner go. Hand raise and lower the
banner. Damage to the unit or banner may occur if the banner is released from a raised
position.
2. To reduce wear to the banner always keep the front cover open when raising or retracting the
banner
Setup Instructions:

Swivel both feet out. Open the front and back cover.
Remove the telescopic pole and close the back cover.
Insert the telescopic pole into the hole in the back cover.
Leave the front cover open.

Grip the top rail and raise the banner.
To reduce wear on the banner, please
ensure that the front cover is open.

Raise the banner to the top of the pole and attach.
The top banner rail will have to be rotated close to horizontal for attachment.

Using a twisting motion, unlock the telescoping pole one section at a time and set desired height.
Use the twisting motion in the opposite direction to lock the sections into place. Then, close the front
cover.
About the Tensioner:

The tensioner is used to release and apply tension to the retraction spring.
Under normal condition the tensioner should never be used.
Your roll up display comes pre-tensioned and ready for use.

The tension release is used to release tension on the retraction spring.
This is only required if the banner is to be replaced or there is a problem with the unit.
DO NOT release tension on the spring while the banner is in the raised position.
Damage to the spring and overall unit may occur. Remove the banner once tension has been released.

The rotating knob is used to add tension to the spring.
It should only be used when replacing the banner.
Applying too much tension to the spring will damage the unit.
Too much tension may also cause the banner to curl more than normal.
Tension on the spring will increase as the banner is raised.

